Q1: Look at the picture and answer accordingly.

(I) What is the boy doing in the picture?
(a) Bathing  
(b) Washing hands  
(c) Cliping nails

(II) What are the children doing in the picture?
(a) Playing  
(b) Reading books  
(c) Drawing pictures

Q2: Complete the sentence by replacing pictures with words.

This is a ____________

This is a ____________

This is a ____________
Q1  Which is the largest number?
(a) 3
(b) 5
(c) 6
(d) 8

Q2  There are 60 seconds in one minute.
How many seconds are there in six minutes.
(a) 600
(b) 300
(c) 360
(d) 36

Q3  On Eid day Amna got Rs. 182 as Eidi and hamza got 125 as Eidi. How many Eidi both children got in all?

Ask from all children (5-16 years)
If a child attempts the questions correctly, mark him/her as a “yes” child, otherwise mark as “no”.